
Optimize and revolutionize your warehouse management: The 
Storage App utilizes picking strategies to efficiently and precisely 
find the best storage location for your items.

• Rapid Response: With our mobile app, your employ-

ees can start storing goods immediately, keeping the 

goods receipt area free from items.

• Maximum Efficiency: Goods stored immediately are 

accessible at any time and can be processed without 

any loss of time.

• No More Losses: Even under time pressure, App Sto-

rage supports your warehouse staff in finding the per-

fect storage space according to your individual stora-

ge strategy, avoiding costly mistakes.

• Seamless integration: Utilize the benefits of the inte-

grated Bitergo Warehouse Management Solution and 

access other apps such as Incoming Goods, Stock

Transfer, Inventory, and Corrections.
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Functions and Features

Storage
Mobile App

Smart Storage Space Suggestions:

Our app takes your individual storage strategy into 

account and suggests the optimal storage space.

Swift Filtering Options:

Effortlessly find the suitable storage location through 

Free Storage Spaces, load support Restrictions, Dimensi-

ons, Weight, Base Locations, Temperature Classes, and 

Hazardous Material Classes.

Storing Complete Pallets:

Our mobile app guides you step by step to avoid mista-

kes. The storage process is only considered complete 

once you've confirmed the placement at the storage 

space.

Units in View:

Verify if the selected storage unit can be used, acknow-

ledge the acceptance, and place the goods in the ware-

house.

Storage without load supports:

Bulky items or incorrectly entered dimensions might er-

roneously indicate a storage space as available. Prevent 

unnecessary movement of goods in the warehouse: The 

target storage space can be reported as "full".

Storing Partial Quantities:

A new storage order is automatically created for the 

remaining quantity.

Changing Target Storage Space:

Even after creating a storage order, the target storage 

space can be changed without cancellation: Simply scan 

the barcode at the storage space or manually enter the 

storage space ID.

Cancelling Transports:

Cancelling is possible throughout the entire storage pro-

cess. Cancellation can be undone. With our app, we pro-

vide tailor-made solutions for your specific challenges.
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Get in touch with us!
We look forward to a personal 

conversation or your email!

phone  +49 231 878008-0

mail  wecare@bitergo.de

web  www.bitergo.de
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